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To celebrate our 70th Anniversary, we have two YETI Tundra 160 Hard Coolers with custom
SeaDek graphic designed by the winner up for grabs! The total retail value for each customized
YETI cooler is $1600.00.
We understand people within the Agricultural Industry are in touch with the land more than
most, and also tend to be outdoor enthusiasts. We wanted this giveaway to be something that
replicates the quality you expect to receive with your Dutch Openers. YETI has become the
yardstick by which all other outdoor products are now measured too.
SeaDek is a closed cell PE/EVA foam that is completely customizable with any logo of your
choice.

How to Qualify:
 Each purchase of replacement tips or a complete set of openers (minimum
quantity of 40 pieces in either situation) will qualify for one entry into the
Sweepstakes for both the parts person who places the order and the
producer who purchases the openers. Each additional quantity (minimum 40
pieces) of replacement tips or a complete set of openers on a Dutch Agriculture
sales order number will receive an additional entry for the parts person and the
producer.
 Dealer stock orders (not yet sold to a producer) will also qualify for the
Sweepstakes. These orders will receive one parts person entry for every 40
pieces ordered.
 To enter the draw, please visit www.dutchopeners.com and click the “Yeti Entry”
link on the home page. There you will find two fillable forms that both need to be
filled out by the dealer – to complete both forms you will require the Dutch
Agriculture sales order number received in your order confirmation that is
emailed to you after you place an order, and the dealer invoice associated with
the sale of the items to the producer.
This program starts October 3, 2022 and closes December 23, 2022 at 4:30pm CST. The draw
will be made January 6, 2023.
Once the winners are randomly selected, they will be contacted by their Dutch Agriculture
Territory Manager to discuss the custom logo they would like to have added to their new YETI
Tundra 160 Cooler!

